Abstract. Geographically distributed computing requires high-performance clusters to be integrated to solve problems in computational Grid. Because cluster interconnect is isolated, its low-level communication protocol doesn't exchange messages with others directly. This paper presents a plug-in, Grid Gateway, which enables separated low-level communication protocols to communicate with each other. Grid Gateway can be used in many topologies of inter-cluster network. It has some dynamic features, such as support for multigateway mechanism to enhance communication performance. Grid Gateway allows low-level communication protocol to involve in the high-performance Grid computing. Thus it is expected to support the implementation of Gridenabled tools over it, such as Grid-enabled MPI. This paper describes its architecture and implementation, and presents some design issues.
Introduction
Computational Grid provides more computational power than present machines, which meets the needs of many fields in science and commerce [1] . Clusters with lots of applications and deployed plentifully play an important role in the Grid environment. Currently, cooperative computing among clusters is discussed widely.
Because cluster interconnect is isolated, low-level communication protocol can't exchange messages with each other directly. Grid Gateway (GGW) is introduced to enable separated low-level communication protocols to communicate with each other. There is a gateway process each on the nodes, namely gateway nodes, in each cluster. When a node attempts to send messages to the node in a remote cluster, messages are transferred to one gateway node of local cluster at first. Then gateway process sends them to the remote gateway node, which forwards the messages to the destination at last. This data movement is transparent to users, thus user has a single image to the involved clusters. GGW extends the functionality of low-level communication protocol. Grid-enabled tools such as Gird-enabled MPI [3] can be implemented over it.
Grid Gateway introduces four key design issues as follows, which are described in the paper. − Global ID. Communication between cluster low-level communication protocols requires that sender and receiver could identify each other uniquely. Designing a hostname and address space is the first consideration. − Communication semantic. Extension of communication path and data buffering at Gateway nodes result in some semantic issues of protocol, such as how to notify sender the send success, what sender does when the receiving buffers of gateways are unavailable. − Multi-routing mechanism. To send a message out of local cluster, sender chooses a gateway node to transfer the message. The gateway node also needs to choose a route to the target gateway node. In GGW a multi-routing mechanism is used to deal with the things. − Flow control. Gateway stores messages of all the nodes before sending successfully, but the number of buffers is limited. Therefore a flow control mechanism is designed to avoid buffer overflow. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the architecture of GGW. Section 3 describes some design issues. Then the design and implementation of GGW is described in section 4. In the final section the paper is summarized briefly.
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Architecture of Grid Gateway
As shown in figure 1, several clusters are interconnected through Internet or Intranet (also called inter-cluster network) and compose of a computational Grid. Data moving between clusters reaches computing nodes through Grid Gateway node, which is in the cluster system area network (SAN). On the gateway node, there is a Grid Gateway process responsible for forwarding data the inter-cluster network. When a computing node sends messages to a node in the remote cluster, messages are sent to the local gateway node through SAN at first. Then the gateway node transfers the messages to the remote gateway node through inter-cluster network, which forwards the messages to the destination through SAN at last.
Gateway node connects directly with inter-cluster network. If not, it still can communicate with remote clusters through access node via Ethernet. Access nodes actually act as Ethernet gateways to forward IP packets. The flexibility makes Grid Gateway independent of inter-cluster network, which means that we can connect clusters through an Intranet in a building or the Internet.
Every node can act as a gateway node as well as a computing node. A computing node requires that its tasks be assigned enough CPU time. Gateway process has blocking-receiving function and supports intra-node communication. It sleeps when it is idle, so doesn't affect the task running on the node.
There can be more than one gateway nodes in a cluster. At the extreme every computing node is a gateway node, which only transfer itself messages to remote clusters. Static strategy is used in the system to balance loads if the number of gateway nodes is more than one but less than that of computing nodes. This multigateway mechanism is expected to enhance the performance of inter-cluster communication when lay grid-enabled MPI implementation over it.
In the Grid, it is possible that the clusters become unavailable suddenly during the time of executing tasks. In order to prevent the local gateway process and tasks from their affect, GGW allows every cluster to join or leave the computational Grid dynamically.
Design Issues
Grid Gateway enables low-level communication protocol to pass messages between each other directly. The domain of the protocol is extent to include several clusters. Gateway process has complex buffer management and flow control mechanisms because of the performance gap between cluster interconnect and inter-cluster network. These factors result in several design issues in the Grid Gateway. For instance, how to design the hostname and address space that identify communication end-points for all nodes of clusters; how to cope with unavoidable semantic change caused by the external communication of low-level communication protocol, and so on.
Global ID
In a low-level communication protocol every end-point needs a unique node ID in a cluster. To identify the sender or receiver when communicating between clusters, the node ID should be unique or global in all the involved clusters. That means all the end-points of the clusters will share a hostname and address space.
In GGW, net adapter is the communication end-point. Every net adapter is assigned a global ID to identify itself. The global ID is derived from the net adapter's MAC address that can identify the net adapter globally. Gateway process knows all the node's global IDs that are gotten from the remote clusters during initialization. Every computing node has a name table containing all the nodes' global ID, which is filled by the data gotten from gateway process if it's empty when opening a port.
Communication Semantic
In the low-level communication protocol, after sending a message sender will receive a send event to notify the result of the send. A send-completed event suggests that the message get to the receiver. In Grid Gateway, the communication path is extended to include local and remote gateway nodes. If the operation of sending messages to a remote cluster conforms to the semantic of the low-level communication protocol, high latency will result in a great number of return events blocking in the event queue to waiting for ACK/NACK from receiver. At last the blocking-event number will reach the capacity of low-level communication protocol so that the node will be unable to send and receive. GGW changes the semantic of the send operation. After sending a message to a gateway successfully, sender will receive a send event notifying that the message arrives at the gateway other than the remote cluster node.
In addition, the performance gap between SAN and Ethernet makes the buffer of Grid Gateway process often full of data. In order to avoid buffer overflow, Gateway process returns send-failed event. Therefore sender probably encounters more failures when sending messages to a remote cluster than to a local cluster. But for some lowlevel communication protocols this effect is slight. For instance, in GM2.0 if target node has no receiving buffers available, messages stay in the send queue for about one minute until the buffers is provided. This waiting time is long enough to allow gateway process to release a few buffers and provide them for receiving messages.
Multi-routing Mechanism
Since communication involves the nodes at remote clusters, every computing node has a multi-routing mechanism. When a computing node sends a message, it judges whether the destination is in local the cluster or a remote cluster at first, then chooses a route to the nodes in local cluster, or to the local gateway if the destination is at a remote cluster. To forward the message, the local gateway also needs to choose a route to the remote gateway node for the message.
Grid Gateway uses global ID as the parameter of send and receive operations. Hostname and global ID of all the nodes are stored in a name table on every host. Routing operation on the computing node and gateway just is to retrieve the table. But the retrieving operation may be inefficient when name table is very large. We assign each cluster an ID. The name table catalogs global IDs according to the cluster IDs. The first byte of a global ID word is set as a cluster ID, and local cluster ID is zero. It is very fast to locate a node by its cluster ID.
Flow Control
For the sack of the performance gap between cluster interconnect and inter-cluster network, it's possible that the Gateway buffers are full of data and cannot receive messages. In case that buffer overflow results in data loss and out-of-order of messages, an efficient flow control mechanism is needed between computing node and gateway node.
Grid Gateway use tokens to regulate sends between computing node and gateway node. A computing node port may send a message to gateway node only if when it possesses a token for that port, and so does gateway. Receiver returns tokens after it deals with the messages.
Each send token imply these is a corresponding receiving buffer on the gateway. In fact the number of send tokens is so large that the number of buffers is far less than it. As a solution, in GGW only if it is confirmed that a send is successful, the next message can be sent.
Design and Implementation
Grid Gateway implementation is based on the DAWNING 4000A [4] highperformance Grid-enabling computer, which will consist of 512 SMP nodes based on the AMD 64-bit processor and connected with the 1024-port Myrinet. In current version of Grid Gateway we choose GM2.0 [2] as low-level communication protocol.
Communication Path
Communication end-point is identified by global ID. All global IDs and hostnames are store in the global ID table. If it is empty gm_open() will get it from gateway. To interact with gateway node, some control messages is transferred by the single-side operation (or called RMA operation). The base address of RMA buffers is exchanged in gm_open(). When a port is closed, gm_close() must notify the gateway the state change of the port in order to stop the gateway passing any message to the port..
When a computing send a message to a remote cluster's node through gateway, gateway process should know the destination's information, such as global ID, port ID, and size etc. To tell the gateway the destination's information, we may contain it in the message body, or send an additional control message. GGW uses the latter method, because by the former method excessive data may causes receiver's buffer overflow. The additional control message is sent by a RMA operation, gm_put(), shown as dotted line in the figure 2. Since the order of the transfer of gm_put() is preserved relative to messages of the same priority sent by gm_send(), it is easy to keep the mapping between the additional control message and data message. Every opened port of each node in the local cluster has two RMA areas both on the gateway and local node.
Gm_put() writes data into a target node's buffer specified by the parameter of virtual memory address. The first message can't by sent by this means in gm_open() because local node haven't that address. Fortunately the gateway can recognize it for it's the first message that the gateway receives from that node's port.
As shown in figure 2 , we implement gm_send() and gm_put() functions mainly used at first. In gm_put() we use gm_send() to pass data to the gateway. If we use gm_put() to do so, to notify the gateway process the data's arrive will complicate the gateway process. The type of messages is implied by the additional RMA control message. When receiving a message from GM, Gateway process deals with it according to its type. The message is packed with gateway protocol form and then sent to other gateway. When receiving a message from other gateway, the message will be sent to target node by gm_send() or gm_put() according its type. For messages from the gateway gm_receive() fills the additional message's information into the receive event. 
Gateway Process
Gateway process maintains connections with other gateway, and receives messages into local cluster's nodes or sends out to remote clusters. We use two threads to deal with the receive-in and send-out operation respectively. Gateway process has to be able to sleep to wait for messages from GM and sockets simultaneously; otherwise busy waiting will waste much of CPU time so that gateway node can't run as computing node. So only one single process isn't suitable. Multi-process is capable of realizing gateway's functions, but to share complicated buffers and data queues between processes is challenging. Based on the above analysis multi-thread structure is an ideal choice. Gm_blocking_receive() and socket select() calls enable gateway process to sleeping receiving in different threads; and careful dividing data structure to diminish shared data and locks may make program very simple but effective. So gateway process consists of three parts: main procedure and receive-in thread and send-out thread. Main procedure collects information of local cluster and remote, initiate those two threads, and bock itself to accept new clusters' connection requests. Receive-in thread is in charge of the responsibility shown at the upper part of Figure  3 . It repeatedly receives data from TCP/IP, enqueue it into receiving FIFO, and send it to its destination through GM. Send-out thread is responsible for Figure 3 's lower part, and do at the same steps with receive-in thread but in the contrary direction.
The two threads don't share buffers so that it is not necessary to consider mutex locks. Both threads have message FIFO organized under the consideration for picking out packets efficiently. Sending FIFO is a two-dimensional array, with item divided by its target gateway. Receive-in thread's FIFO is a list, because target port number is very huge that array structure may be inefficient. Sending a message to a specific gateway or nodes' GM ports may be not permitted when the socket's buffer is full or GM port's buffer is unavailable. To pick out another item to send can speed up proceeding instead of to block at the point. Logically GM2.0 can transfer 2 31 bytes one time maximally, but MPICH-GM divides long messages into several fragments with 1M bytes length each at most. So a buffer block about 1M bytes length is enough. 
Summary
Grid Gateway connects separated low-level communication protocols, and enables messages to move between distributed cluster interconnects. This paper describes its architecture and implementation. Several design issues are presented, including global ID, message passing semantic, multi-layer routing mechanism, and flow control. Now the project is under way. We expect to present its performance evaluation later. GGW can be applied to different structures of inter-cluster networks flexibly. It allows clusters to be inter-connected through the Intranet or the Internet. A node can be a computing node as well as a gateway node, which suggests that the number of gateway node can be as many as that of the computing nodes. GGW extends the functionality of low-level communication protocol so that it might facilitate the implementation of Grid-enabled tools.
